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Fonterra [NZX: FCG] is rebutting allegations it requested or paid for posts on the
Whale Oil Blog, adding that the matter has never been discussed with the public
relations agency in question. 

In Dirty Politics, the Nicky Hager book released on Wednesday, the investigative
journalist claims that Carrick Graham, director of public relations agency Graham
Brewer Simich & Associates, posted blogs on Whale Oil under the name “Naylor.” 

Naylor is alleged to have made disparaging comments about breastfeeding
advocates; comments Mr Hager says gives ground to suspect the attack was made
on behalf of Fonterra. 

“I can just imagine what Fonterra will be thinking about this [as] their global
competitiveness gets hijacked by the Brestapo seeking plain packs for infant
formula,” Mr Hager reports the comments as being.

According to Mr Graham’s LinkedIn profile, he is “recognised as an industry leader
utilising a mixture of communications and public affairs strategies that result in
significant commercial and competitive advantages for the companies and
organisations he works with”.

Although he specialises in communications, Mr Graham said he had no comment to
make when contacted by NBR ONLINE.

However, Fonterra’s group director of communications Kerry Underhill says the
dairy cooperative has never, directly or indirectly, requested or paid for posts on the
Whale Oil blog and has never discussed the matter with Carrick Graham.

Mr Underhill joined Fonterra in August 2013.

He says Fonterra hasn't worked with that public relations agency since he has been
with the company, and that to his knowledge Fonterra has never worked with the
agency or ever requested or paid for posts on any blogs, either in New Zealand or
overseas. 

“I don’t have any thoughts as to where the allegations are coming from. The first I
knew of them was reading them in the press,” Mr Underhill says.
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“These things can take on a life of their own, and this is absolutely without any truth
or foundation.” 

Infant Nutrition Council (INC) chief executive Jan Carey says she would be very
surprised if Fonterra was behind the comments on the blog. 

She added that she did not believe any of the INC’s members were behind the comments, as it would be a breach
of the INC’s code of conduct, principally to be “truthful, professional, ethical and accountable and not bring the INC
into disrepute.”

Established in 2009, the INC represents the major manufacturers and marketers of infant formula in Australia and
New Zealand 

It is made up of seven ordinary members – including Fonterra, Nestle, Synliat and Nutricia – as well as 25
associate members.

“I do not condone those comments and I think they are totally inappropriate and incorrect,” Ms Carey says. 

“I disagree with the blog [comments] completely. Certainly the Infant Nutrition Council would not ever have had
anything to do with that. I cannot speak for our members but I will investigate with our members.

“When people make extreme comments like that blog [comment], then people react to it. The stupidity of extremity
and reacting to is what creates troubled situations.” 

Ms Carey says her view is that infant formula is not as good as breast milk, and never will be, but it is part of the
solution for good infant nutrition for babies who don’t receive breast milk.
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